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Abstract: Repressor element-1 (RE-1) or neural restrictive silencer element (NRSE) bound with a
zinc finger transcription repressor, RE-1 silencing transcription factor (REST, also known as neural
restrictive silencer factor, NRSF) has been identified as a fundamental repressor element in many
genes, including neuronal genes. Genes regulated by REST/NRSF regulate multifaceted neuronal
phenotypes, and their defects in the machinery cause neuropathies, disorders of neuron activity),
autism and so on. In REST repressions, the N-terminal repressor domain recruits Sin3B via its
paired amphipathic helix 1 (PAH1) domain, which plays an important role as a scaffold for histone
deacetylase 1 and 2. This machinery has a critical role in maintaining neuronal robustness. In
this study, in order to establish protein–protein interaction assays mimicking a binding surface
between Sin3B and REST, we selected important amino acids from structural information of the
PAH1/REST complex and then tried to reconstitute it using recombinant short peptides derived
from PAH1/REST. Initially, we validated whether biotinylated REST interacts with glutathione
S-transferase (GST)-tagged PAH1 and whether another PAH1 peptide (PAH1-FLAG) competitively
binds with biotinylated REST using surface plasmon resonance (SPR). We observed a direct interaction
and competitive binding of two PAH1 peptides. Secondly, in order to establish a high-throughput
and high-dynamic-range assay, we utilized an easily performed novel time-resolved fluorescence
energy transfer (TR-FRET) assay, and closely monitored this interaction. Finally, we succeeded in
establishing a novel high-quality TR-FRET assay and a novel interaction assay based on SPR.

Keywords: REST; Sin3B; PAH1; SPR; TR-FRET

1. Introduction

In 1992, two groups found repressor element-1 (RE-1) and bound it to a zinc finger
transcription repressor in the SCN2A, SCG10 and synapsin genes [1,2]. RE-1 silencing
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transcription factor (REST), which is also known as the neural restrictive silencer factor
(NRSF) [3], was found to be an elemental repressor of transcription when binding to RE-
1 [4] or neural restrictive silencer element (NRSE) [1] consisting of a 21-bp DNA element
in many genes, including neuronal genes [3–5]. Genes regulated by REST/NRSF were
reported to have functions in synaptic transmission [5,6], neurotransmitter signaling [7–9],
ion channeling [4,10] etc. Ectopic expression of REST/NRSF or changes in the expression
cellular pattern lead to symptoms of neuropathies such as medulloblastoma [11], glioblas-
toma [12], Huntington’s disease [13], neuropathic pain [14], Parkinson’s disease [15] and
autism [16]. Thus, REST/NRSF plays a critical role in neuronal differentiation and functions
and regulates other types of cells that do not express neuronal-specific genes.

REST has two repressor domains at both N- and C-termini, respectively, and two
co-repressor complexes [17,18]. The N-terminal repressor domain recruits mSin3 A and
B [17], which are mammalian homologues of Yeast Sin3, and serve as a scaffold for histone
deacetylase (HDAC) 1 and 2 [18]. Sin3B possesses four paired amphipathic helix domains
(PAHs), PAH1–4 [19]. Previous structural analysis indicates that the PAH1 domain plays
a crucial role in recruiting HDACs in the N-terminal repressor domain and its functions,
because hydrophobic PAH1 is preferable for REST compared to the other major component
co-repressor for REST (CoREST) [20]. While the C-terminal repressor domain recruits
CoREST, G9a [20], a histone H3K9 methylase, or LSD1 [21], a histone H3K4 demethylase, it
also recruits HDACs.

In this study, in order to establish protein–protein interaction assays mimicking a
binding surface between Sin3B and REST, we validated the interaction surface based on
structural information about Sin3B and REST and then tried to establish it using recombi-
nant short peptides generated by Escherichia coli. At first, we validated whether biotinylated
REST interacted with GST-tagged PAH1 and whether another PAH1 peptide (PAH1-FLAG)
competitively bound biotinylated REST using SPR. We could observe a direct interaction
of these and competitive binding. Next, in order to establish a high-throughput and
high-dynamic-range assay, we tried to establish a novel time-resolved fluorescence energy
transfer (TR-FRET) assay easily and sensitively while monitoring this interaction. We
succeeded in establishing a novel high-standard TR-FRET assay and a novel interaction
assay based on SPR using biotinylated REST and GST-tagged PAH1.

2. Results
2.1. Binding Surface of Sin3B and REST, and Design of Interaction Assay

In order to validate a binding surface between Sin3B and REST, we utilized the struc-
tural information of PDB (2CZY) and designed longer peptides of binding surfaces with a
tag and a protease recognition site as shown in Figure 1a. We asked the RIKEN Systems
and Structural Biology Center (Yokohama, Japan) to generate recombinant peptides using
E. coli. Finally, we obtained biotinylated REST, GST-PAH1 and PAH1-FLAG. In order to
validate whether biotinylated REST binds two PAH1 peptides, we designed an SPR assay
using a streptavidin (SA) sensor chip as shown in Figure 1b. Biotinylated REST should be
bound as a ligand followed by the injection of PAH1 peptides as an analyte.
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Figure 1. Binding surface of Sin3B and REST, and design of the interaction assay. (a) We designed
recombinant GST-PAH1 (left), PAH1-FLAG (upper right) and biotinylated REST (lower right). Navy
blue indicates histidine-tag-like sequences. Black indicates GST or FLAG tags except in biotinylated
REST. Green indicates a TEV recognition site. Light blue indicates the flexible linker. Magenta
indicates PAH1 or REST sequences consisting of their binding surface. Underlines indicate origi-
nal peptides as previously reported [19]. (b) Schematic pictures indicate the SPR experiments in
this study.

2.2. Protein–Protein Interaction between REST and PAH1 Peptides

In preliminary experiments, we succeeded in capturing biotinylated REST on the
SA sensor chip (Supplementary Figure S1a,b). We observed a transient change of around
1500 resonance units (RU) and basal RU level (Supplementary Figure S1a). However,
without ligand capturing, we could not observe the basal RU, although bulk effects caused
around 200 RU (Supplementary Figure S1b). After ligand capturing, we obtained ro-
bust association and subsequent dissociation between biotinylated REST and GST-PAH1
(Supplementary Figure S1c), and to a lesser extent a change of RU was observed, probably
caused by the bulk effect (Supplementary Figure S1d). We also determined an optimal
wash condition using 10 mM glycine hydrochloride for the regeneration of the sensor chip,
and then could perform the interaction assay over one hundred times (data not shown,
Figure 2).

GST-PAH1 (Figure 2a) or PAH1-FLAG (Figure 2b) bound biotinylated REST in a
concentration-dependent manner (Figure 2a). The concentrations were from 0.625 to
10 µM. We also performed at least three independent identical experiments, and then
calculated Ka, Kd and KD (Figure 2d). The values with GST-PAH1 were 2.38 ± 0.67 × 106,
1.35 ± 0.82 × 10−3 and 3.79 ± 1.8 × 10−10, respectively (Figure 2d, upper). Those with
PAH1-FLAG were 1.93 ± 0.17 × 103, 3.83 ± 0.39 × 10−3 and 2.03 ± 0.0064 × 10−6, respec-
tively (Figure 2d, middle). After 100 regenerations, we observed the binding of PAH1-FLAG
to sensor chip bound with biotinylated REST showing the values of 2.31 ± 0.78 × 103,
3.59 ± 0.13 × 10−3 and 1.69 ± 0.12 × 10−6, respectively (Figure 2d, lower). Our statisti-
cal analysis between GST-PAH1 and PAH1-FLAG indicates that the association rate of
GST-PAH1 was not significant but had a slower trend than PAH1-FLAG, resulting in a
significantly increased affinity to REST (Figure 2d, upper). We also made a statistical com-
parison between a brand new and a well-used sensor chip bound with REST. The affinity
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of the well-used chip was not significantly different, but had a trend of lower affinity when
compared to the brand new one; we could observe a substantial interaction in both chips
(Figure 2d, lower).
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Figure 2. Protein–protein interaction between REST and PAH1 peptides. Sensorgram of various concentration of GST-PAH1
(a) or PAH1-FLAG (b) binds biotinylated REST bound with a streptavidin (SA) chip. Red arrows indicate the injection
of each analyte, and the red lines track their resonance unit over time. Green indicates injection of vehicle (DMSO).
These experiments are based on three series of experimental results with various concentrations of each analyte binding
biotinylated REST as determined by SPR. (c) The results indicate 10 µM GST-PAH1, 10 µM PAH1-FLAG or 5 µM GST-PAH1
and PAH1-FLAG bound biotinylated REST bound with an SA chip. Red arrows indicate the injection of each analyte, and
the red lines track their resonance unit over time. Green indicates the injection of vehicle (DMSO). (d) The summarized table
indicates the association rate (Ka), dissociation rate (Kd) and dissociation constant (KD) of each analyte to biotinylated REST.
GST-PAH1 and PAH1-FLAG (brand new) indicates measurements performed by a brand-new sensor chip immobilized
with biotinylated REST. “Well-used” indicates experiments using the sensor chip after around 100 regenerations. The data
are expressed as means ± SEMs (n = 3). * indicates they were considered to be statistically significant if their p values
were 0.00005 > p between GST-PAH1 and PAH1-FLAG. † indicates a statistical trend between GST-PAH1 and PAH1-FLAG.
‡ indicates a statistical trend between brand-new and well-used. The statistical trend was considered to be statistically
significant if their p values were 1 > p > 0.05.

In order to determine whether another PAH1 peptide, PAH1-FLAG, competitively
binds biotinylated REST in the presence of GST-PAH1, we injected 10 µM GST-PAH1,
10 µM PAH1-FLAG or 5 µM GST-PAH1 and 5 µM PAH1-FLAG into the flow cell capturing
biotinylated REST, all of which could change the sensorgram, even though their rates of
association/dissociation were different (Figure 2c). Both rates of association and dissocia-
tion in PAH1-FLAG occurred far more quickly than in GST-PAH1 (Figure 2c). As a result,
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the equal molarity of both PAH1 peptides changed the sensorgram-like intermediate form
(Figure 2c). The association rate was faster than GST-PAH1, while the dissociation rate was
slower than PAH1-FLAG. The results indicate that PAH1-FLAG shares the same binding
surface as GST-PAH1.

2.3. Establishment of Time-Resolved Fluorescence Energy Transfer Assay Mimicking
Protein–Protein Interaction between PAH1 and REST

Finally, in order to establish a high-throughput and high-dynamic-range assay mim-
icking the binding surface between PAH1 and REST, we tried to apply the TR-FRET
method for monitoring the interaction as shown in Figure 3a. We chose Europium cryptate
(Eu3+)-conjugated antibodies against GST or FLAG as a donor and SA-conjugated XL665
(a phycobiliprotein pigment derived from red algae [22]) as an acceptor, for TR-FRET.
If GST-PAH1 or PAH1-FLAG binds biotinylated REST and then transfers Eu3+’s energy
to XL665, it results in a change of the wavelength from 620 nm (a short-lived fluores-
cence derived from Eu3+ alone) to 665 nm (a long-lived fluorescence converted by FRET)
(Figure 3a). We tried to determine optimal concentrations of GST-PAH1 or PAH1-FLAG
and biotinylated REST in the presence of anti-GST or anti-FLAG-Eu3+ and SA-XL655 for
detecting substantial signals of 665 nm. We prepared a serial dilution of GST-PAH1 or
PAH1-FLAG and biotinylated REST ranging from 1 to 10,000 nM (Figure 3b) and then
determined the 665 nm fluorescence normalized to 620 nm. We obtained substantial signals
between GST-PAH1 and biotinylated REST (Figure 3b, left), while between PAH1-FLAG
and biotinylated REST we observed fewer signals only at high reagent concentrations
(Figure 3b, right). We also checked whether GST-PAH1-anti-GST-Eu3+ or FLAG-PAH1-
anti-FLAG-Eu3+ complexes caused any FRET with XL665 (Supplementary Figure S1e), and
could not observe any change in wells with these alone. We assigned thresholds for high-
throughput and high-standard assay as signal-to-background ratio (S/B) and Z’ factors of
more than 5 and 0.8, respectively. We narrowed down optimal conditions to GST-PAH1
at 10, 100, 1000 or 10,000 nM in the presence of biotinylated REST at 1000 or 10,000 nM
and that PAH1-FLAG and biotinylated REST at 10,000 nM. The S/B, signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N), Z’ factor and coefficient of variation (CV) are shown in the Supplementary Table S1.
We also assigned stringent statistical significance and then identified similar results by
the S/B and Z’ factor (Figure 3b). To exclude the possibility that Eu3+ antibodies directly
bound XL665 causing FRET, we also determined the fluorescence level in wells including
anti-GST-Eu3+ or anti-FLAG-Eu3+ and XL665. We did not detect any significant changes
in the wells, including anti-GST-Eu3+ or anti-FLAG-Eu3+ and XL665. The results were
772 ± 9.1 and 436 ± 9.1 665/620 nm, respectively (n = 6). Although we observed very
good dynamic range data at 1 h after preparing reaction mixtures, we obtained similar
high-dynamic range data even at 18 h after that (data not shown). From 10 to 1000 nM in
the concentration of biotinylated REST, 1000 or 10,000 nM GST-PAH1 induced maximal
signals (Figure 3b, left, light blue and orange). The dynamic range of the assay was 31-fold,
whereas only 10,000 nM PAH1-FLAG was required for the same amount of biotinylated
REST to provide a maximal response and the dynamic range was 7-fold (Figure 3b, right,
orange). We ultimately succeeded in establishing a high-standard assay, especially using
GST-PAH1 and biotinylated REST.
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Figure 3. Establishment of time-resolved fluorescence energy transfer assay mimicking protein–protein interaction between
PAH1 and REST. (a) Schematic figure indicates TR-FRET using GST-PAH1, PAH1-FLAG, biotinylated REST, antibodies-Eu3+

and XL665. (b) The results of TR-FRET using various concentration of GST-PAH1 (left) or PAH1-FLAG (right) with various
concentrations of biotinylated REST. The data are expressed as means ± SEMs (n = 4). * considered to be statistically
significant if p < 0.00005.

3. Discussion

In this study, we for the first time established novel protein–protein assays using
PAH1 and REST peptides derived from whole Sin3B and REST molecules. Professor
Nishimura’s group previously identified the structure of the binding surface between
PAH1 and REST [19]. We posit that PAH1 and REST peptides, consisting of the binding
surface, are far more elongated than peptides as previously reported [19]. We observed
that elongated and tagged PAH1 peptides bound elongated REST peptides captured on an
SA sensor chip using an SPR assay. Additionally, each PAH1 peptide competitively bound
REST peptides, suggesting the two peptides share the same REST binding site. Indeed, even
in TR-FRET we detected FRET caused by the protein–protein interaction of PAH1-REST
peptides. To our knowledge, it was the first demonstration by SPR to analyze interactions
between a PAH1 domain and a REST binding surface. In a previous report, Xie et al.
demonstrated that PAH3 derived from Sin3A, which consists of 71 amino acid residues,
has homology and shares important residues with PAH1, binds 91 amino acid residues,
the C-terminal Sin3 interaction domain (SID) of the 30-kDa Sin3-assocated protein (SAP30)
by SPR [23]. The values of Ka, Kd and KD were 1.07 ± 0.01 × 105, 9.82 ± 0.33 × 10−4 and
9.2 ± 0. 4 × 10−9, respectively [23]. Our results indicate Ka, Kd and KD between PAH1 and
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REST peptides are reasonable values because we obtained similar or much higher affinity
than those between PAH3 and SAP30 SID. Our results also indicate that the affinity of GST-
PAH1 is significantly greater than that of PAH1-FLAG. GST tag protein may influence the
affinity. We succeeded in detecting long-lived 665 nm fluorescence from XL665 converted
by Eu3+ using both GST-PAH1 and PAH1-FLAG, but it was in a remarkably higher dynamic
range and accuracy only when GST-PAH1 was used. It would be more efficient to transfer
the donor energy into the acceptor because of the position of the tag at the C-terminus, the
different affinity among antibodies or some other effect. However, it is unlikely that free
Eu3+ cryptate reacts to free XL665. Finally, we established an assay with high dynamic
range (around 30-fold), high accuracy (a CV value less than 5%) and a Z’ factor of around
0.9 to monitor the protein–protein interaction between PAH1 and REST. This would be
suitable for performing high-throughput screening (HTS) to identify any inhibitors of the
PAH1–REST interaction. After HTS, we can utilize SPR assay to validate the inhibition of
compounds in detail. Thus, these novel interaction assays are very useful to develop drug
discovery targeting Sin3–REST interaction. With respect to the throughput of each assay,
if the TR-FRET is required for 2 h per assay, a single assay bears 320 samples in 384-plate
format. During the same time, SPR can perform around 10 samples.

The compounds, which inhibit binding of Sin3 to REST, may affect not only diseases
involving neuronal activities, but also affect pluripotent cells and their differentiation.
Indeed, knockdown of Sin3A or B in P19 pluripotent cells leads to the enhancement of
differentiation and neuronal phenotypes, resulting in electrophysiologically active neurons
although the effects of Sin3A are greater than those of Sin3B [24]. Additionally, in breast
cancer metastasis Sin3A and B have opposite effects [25]. Knockdown of Sin3B inhibits
metastasis, while knockdown of Sin3A accelerates metastasis [25]. This novel high-dynamic
range and high-accuracy assay can be utilized in performing diagnostics for neuropathies
such as medulloblastoma [11], glioblastoma [12], Huntington’s disease [13], neuropathic
pain [14], Parkinson’s disease [15], autism [16] and tumors [25].

In conclusion, we established two novel protein—protein interaction assays based
on SPR and TR-FRET. In the near future, we will perform HTS using TR-FRET assay to
identify inhibitors of this interaction and then validate how this inhibits the interaction by
SPR assay. This can be utilized in diagnostics against neuropathies and cancer metastasis
and in regenerative medicine by engineering pluripotent stem cells.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Materials

Streptavidin (SA) sensor chip, HBS+ buffer and 50 mM NaOH were obtained from
GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden. Anti-GST-Eu3+ cryptate (#61GSTKLA), Anti-FLAG-Eu3+

cryptate (#61FG2XLA) and SA-XL665 (610SAXLA) were obtained from Cisbio International
Laboratories, Gif sur Yvette, France). Tris-HCl, NaCl, MgCl2, BSA, KF and DMSO were ob-
tained from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. GST-PAH1, PAH-FLAG and biotinylated
REST peptides were kindly gifted from Prof. Shirouzu, Prof. Niino and Dr. Ihara (RIKEN
Systems and Structural Biology Center, Yokohama, Japan). The sequences of peptides are
shown in Figure 1a.

4.2. Selection and Generation of PAH1 and REST Peptides

We chose the amino acid sequences of PAH1 and REST from information based on
the crystal structure of a PAH1/REST complex (PDB: 2CZY) [19]. We then asked the
scientists with the RIKEN institute to produce recombinant PAH1 and REST peptides. They
generated recombinant peptides such as GST-PAH1, PAH1-FLAG and biotinylated REST
using E. coli. We used these peptides in this study.

4.3. Surface Plasmon Resonance

We performed the SA-capturing protocol following Biacore T200 instructions. Biotiny-
lated REST (10 µM) as ligand was injected into SA-tagged dextran on a sensor chip at
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15 µL/min flow rate for 100 s. After the ligand captured the biotinylated REST, an analyte
injection was done at 30 µL/min flow speed for 60 s in the association phase. The dissocia-
tion phase was then started without an analyte at the same flow rate for 2 min. Eventually,
the 50 mM NaOH or 10 mM Gly-HCl (pH 2.0) injection washed away the ligand and/or
analyte. We also performed a kinetics protocol using various concentrations of GST-PAH1
ranging from 0.625 to 10 µM in at least three independent experiments and then calculated
the KD values of the PAH1–REST interaction. All measurements and analyses were done
using Biacore T200 and its analysis Wizard software (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden).

4.4. TR-FRET

TR-FRET reagents were prepared by diluting the anti-GST Eu3+ cryptate or anti-FLAG
Eu3+ cryptate and SA-XL665 in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6) buffer containing 15 mM NaCl,
140 mM KCl, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% BSA and 0.8 M KF with and without biotinylated REST
and each PAH1 peptide. The reaction mix was 20 µL in 384-well format according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The fluoride ion avoids interference with fluorescence
properties by protecting free coordination sites between conjugate “cage” and europium
ions. One hour or more after preparation, we measured the intensities at 665 and 620 nm
wavelength using PHERAstar FS (BMG biotech, Offenburg, Germany).

4.5. Statistics

Values are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) from indicated
replicate samples in each experimental group and the experiments were replicated to
ensure consistency. The statistical significance was determined using the Student’s t-test.
Values marked as “*” were considered to be statistically significant if their p values were
<0.00005. Signal-to-background ratio (S/B), signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and Z’-factor were
calculated by the formula described in our previous report [26]. Additionally, the general
criterion sufficient to perform HTS was validated in our previous report [27–29]. In the SPR
experiments, a statistical trend was considered to be statistically significant if its p-value
was 1 > p > 0.05.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/1422-006
7/22/5/2323/s1.
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